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Problem deﬁnition

Learning detectors by modeling detection score distribution

The image co-localization problem:
 Input: a set of images with one common object.
 Output: localized bounding boxes of each instance in each image.

Reﬁning the bounding box estimate

Some notations:
 Input images: I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , IN }.
 Object proposals for each image Ii : Bi = {Bi,1 , Bi,2 , . . . , Bi,M }.
i
 Feature of each object proposal Bi,j ∈ Bi : φ(Bi,j ) ∈ RK .

(a) input images with common object

Segmentation using an energy function:


um (ym ) +
vmn (ym , yn ).
E(y) =
m

The unary potential um is deﬁned based on the detection heat map generated
from the learnt detector. Here are some examples.

Assuming there is a learnt detector parametrized by w ∈ RK and b ∈ R1 , the
particular detection conﬁdence score of a proposal is deﬁned as follows
si,j = f (wT φ(Bi,j ) + b),

(6)

(m,n)∈E

(1)

where f (·) is the softplus function. The scores si,j in each image are further
normalized into pi = [pi,1 , pi,2 , · · · , pi,Mi ]T .

(b) co-localization result

The objective for learning the common object detector:
N

min
w,b

1
L(pi ) + λ||w||22 ,
N

(2)

i=1

where the loss function L(·) is the key ingredient of this work.

Figure : The image Co-localization problem

Figure : From top to bottom: input images (predicted boxes in red), detection heat maps,
segmentation results.

As shown in the motivation, we hope the pi to be a sparse vector. In this
work, we utilize the Shannon entropy as a sparsity indicator,

Motivation

percentage of proposals

Our motivation is from the detection score distribution of a
strongly-supervised object detector when applied to an image.

L(pi ) = −

pi,j log pi,j .



So the optimal values of the weight and bias of the detector are given by,
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w∗ , b∗ = argmin −
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pi,j log pi,j + λ||w||22 .
N
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Joulin et al. 24.6
Cho et al.
36.6
Ours
40.0

We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for minimizing the objective
function.

detection score

Figure : From left to right: object proposals, Fast R-CNN detection result, object proposal
detection score distribution.



Implementation details: CNN feature, Edgebox.
Datasets: PASCAL VOC 07 & 12, six ImageNet categories.
Evaluation metric: CorLoc (IoU over 50%).

Table : VOC 2007

Here are some examples of localized bounding boxes generated by the
detector learnt using Eq. (4). Obviously, they may not correspond to the
common object but some common visual patterns.

Cho et al. 41.8
Ours
43.8
Table : VOC 2012

Cho et al. 37.7
Ours
48.3
Table : six ImageNet
categories

Key observation. Only a small minority of proposals are given high detection
conﬁdence scores while most of them are associated with low scores.
Our pipeline
(a) input

(b) learning object detectors without negative images

(d) output

initial detection heat map

nal detection heat map

Thus, for the purpose of localizing common objects, we incorporate the
objectness score oi,j of each proposal Bi,j into Eq.(1)
(c) segmentation

si,j = oi,j f (wT φ(Bi,j ) + b).
Minimizing Eq. (4) using si,j deﬁned in Eq. (5) gives a stable solution
regardless of initialization.

(5)

Figure : Successful co-localization results (VOC 07).

